Introduction
Compliance with the legal framework is a growing concern in relation to small satellite projects. On the one hand, international space and telecommunications law is often not fully implemented on the national level. Where national laws exist, certain provisions are sometimes considered inappropriate for small satellite projects.2 On the other hand, small satellite developers are not necessarily aware of the applicable laws and regulations. Competent licensing authorities, on their side, sometimes are not informed about ongoing small satellites projects. It is therefore recognised that additional measures are required in order to ensure legal compliance by small satellite projects. This chapter explores, whether and to what extent procurement and grant conditions may serve as such additional measures. For this purpose, the chapter provides a brief overview on the small satellite market (Section ii); identifies matters of concern regarding legal compliance of small satellite projects (Section iii); analyses potential compliance measures (Section iv); reflects on procurement and grant conditions and whether they may help in ensuring better compliance (Section v); and finally highlights accompanying measures that may be required (Section vi).
II The Market for Small Satellites
In March 2015, the International Telecommunication Union (itu) organised a symposium on small satellites, which led to the adoption of the Prague Declaration on Small Satellite Regulation and Communication Systems. The declaration recognises the 'increasingly growing interest by universities, educational and research institutes, governments, private industry, space agencies and radio amateurs'3 in the use of small satellites. Recent studies indeed affirm such increase and predict a total of 510 small satellites to be launched in the period between 2015 and 2020.4 This would constitute a two-third increase compared to the past ten years, where a total of around 140 small satellites has been launched. The market value of the 510 satellites that will be launched in the next years is estimated at 7.4 billion usd. While most of these satellites are for educational purposes, the commercial market is growing steadily.5
The majority of small satellites to be launched in the next years are projects conducted in the United States. For the period until 2017, several projects including a CubeSat initiative by nasa6 and a project for darpa7 are planned. Europe is the second-largest region, primarily because of the QB50-project8 -an international network of 50 small satellites. Russia and Japan are also active in launching small satellites, whereby the majority of Russian satellites is being launched by private companies, while the majority of the Japanese satellites are university or educational projects.9 Generally, small satellite projects may be for educational, governmental, or commercial purposes. Projects for educational purposes still make up approximately 60% of the small satellite market.10 Around 10% of projects are commercial, though their share is growing.11 Ibid.
